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 QUESTIONS I AM OFTEN ASKED ABOUT SHUNGITE 

 

1. Where does your Shungite come from? 

 

Our Shungite comes from Shungite-land - the Karelia area of Russia. We order direct from source.  

I understand that deposits have been found in other areas. I don't know how this compares to the original 

Karelian Shungite. 

 

2. I only want 100% pure Shungite. Is your Shungite pure and 100%? 

 

No it isn't. Shungite is a rock with varying 'pure Shungite' content. The highest content - still not 100% - 

used to be called Noble Shungite. It is usually now known as Elite Shungite, but Noble Shungite is still 

used. 

 

Elite Shungite looks shiny and silvery black. We sell it in various sizes and in pendants.  

 

3. I want a  Shungite sphere/phone protector/thin polished pendant/bead bracelet - but only Elite. 

Are your spheres/phone protectors/thin polished pendants/bead bracelets Elite Shungite? 

 

No they are not. 

Elite Shungite is raw, rough and irregularly shaped - see above. It is not cut into shapes, such as spheres, 

cubes or pyramids nor into thin slices for jewellery or phone protectors because it is brittle and not suitable 

for working in this way. 

 

You may well have seen such items advertised as Elite Shungite because it is used as a marketing term to 

increase sales, not as an accurate description. Some years ago I purchased a (very expensive!) Elite 

Shungite bracelet to check. It was the same as those that we sell.  
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4. Is a bigger piece more powerful than a smaller piece? 

 

Generally yes, but you don't necessarily need a big piece. Obviously you can't wear a large piece, or stick it 

to your phone! If you are placing a piece in your home or workplace, a bigger sphere/cube/pyramid will 

have more energy than a smaller one. For drinking water, I'd recommend a biggish piece of Elite - £25 ish 

or more if you can afford it- but a smaller piece is better than nothing. 

 

5. What do I need to purify my water? 

 

I suggest one large piece of Elite Shungite or 3 small pieces. 

 

6. How do I cleanse Shungite? 

 

Well, this is an interesting one. To date I have found that Shungite does not appear to need cleansing. I'm 

not saying that 'Shungite never needs cleansing' - simply that, to date, the Shungite in my Crystal Barn and 

in my home (by my wifi router) does not appear to be affected in any way other than getting a bit dusty. If 

this changes, I'll update this information! 
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